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Abstract. Physics problems have been deconstructed into testlet items using templates. 

These items have been generated based on the functional requirements of a developed 

automatic item generator. Empirical testing needs to be conducted to verify the 

conformity with automatic item generation characteristics. This paper aims to address the 

extent of template compliance with the generator features. Black-box testing procedure 

was used to verify the function conformities by exploring the execution of the generator 

and its input and output. 25 Physics templates were examined. The testlet variants 

generated from the execution of the generator showed that the template characteristics 

adhered to the input requirements of the generator. It can be concluded that the validation 

of the testlet templates by the generator showed that the templates support the automatic 

item generation. 
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1   Introduction 

Traditional item development using a paper-and-pencil based manual process is not 

efficient. This is more pronounced when a large number of items are needed, such as to fulfill 

the demands of the items in parallel test packages or a question bank. Items are treated as 

isolated entities that are individually created, reviewed, and formatted. Because the items were 

developed individually, these items gave unpredictable statistical output because incidental 

and radical elements were not easily identified or understood. Automatic item generation 

(AIG) [1,2] can accommodate the deficiencies of traditional methods to generate items.  

AIG is a process of using item models to generate test items with the help of computer 

technology. Computer-based algorithms are used to place the material into the item model 

through programming to generate items automatically. Without using any constraints, all the 

contents of the variables are combined systematically to generate items iteratively. Constraints 

are used to eliminate items that do not make sense or have no meaning. 

The generation of items has been implemented for various purposes. Higgins, Futagi, and 

Deane [3] describe the ModelCreator for producing mathematical narrative questions, Higgins 

[4] presents ItemDistiller as a tool that can be used sentence-based items, Gierl et al. [5] 

describe the IGOR (Item GeneratOR) software to generate template-based items, Gutl et al. 

[6] describes the use of Enhanced Automatic Question Creator (EAQC) to retrieve key 

concepts from the text to generate multiple-choice items and constructed responses, Ferreyra 

& Backhoff Escudero [7] describe GenerEx to generate different versions of a basic 
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competency test, Kosh [8] creates AIG item models to assess middle school students' algebraic 

reasoning, and Rambhau et al. [9] to generate MCQ with random answer key. 

For objective items that present alternative answer choices where the testee is asked to 

choose one correct answer, the implementation of automatic item generation that has been 

done a lot is for the multiple-choice format. The response to this multiple-choice item is 

dichotomous. The design and implementation of the automatic item generation technique for 

the multiple-choice format have the potential to be modified to accommodate the generation of 

items for the testlet format that provides a polytomous response. The cognitive model will 

include the identification of the material to be tested, the development of cognitive processes 

that will be revealed, and the development of an item structure that covers the entire testlet. 

The author has developed a generator for producing testlet automatically. 

The generator is an application program for generating testlet variants based on testlet 

models formatted in template forms. The program accepts and validates input in the form of a 

testlet template from the user, processes the testlet template into XML format, and generates 

testlet variants based on the testlet template and stored in the database. The testlet is a 

combination of multiple-choice items with both single correct answers (multiple-choice) and 

with multiple correct answers (multiple responses). The validation of the template‘s 

functionality is presented in Table 1. 

Table 1. Fitures of Testlet Template 

No. Function Specifications 

1 Manually input the testlet template or upload a template (.docx). 

2 Image files for the template are uploaded separately. 

3 Images can be used in stem and options. 

4 Numeric expressions or formulas can be assigned to stem and options. 

5 The key to the testlet question can be fixed or conditional. 

6 The key to the testlet question can be single or multiple. 

The author has developed physics testlet templates based on re-engineering the national 

exams of high school physics. Re-engineering is carried out with a motivation, namely 

stimulating the testee to carry out a qualitative analysis in solving quantitative physics 

problems. The stimulation is done by adding qualitative questions to the expanded context 

along with the reasoning questions. Re-engineering is carried out for problems concerning 

mechanics, namely for the topics of Kinematics and Dynamics, Elasticity and Hooke's Law, 

Work and Energy, the Law of Conservation of Mechanical Energy, and Impulses, Momentum 

and Collisions. An example of the re-engineering testlet template is presented in Figure 2. 

Physics testlet templates developed by re-engineering high school physics national exams 

need to be validated and verified so that they can be used to generate physics testlet variants 

automatically. The validation of these physics templates is determined through black-box 

testing by exploring the execution and input-output of the generator. The success of the 

validation of these physics templates is indicated by the generation of physics testlet variants 

by the generator. So this research aims to explain qualitatively the fit between the 

characteristics of the physics testlet templates and the features of the generator. 

The validation and verification are testing steps against the physics testlet templates 

which were developed by re-engineering the physics national-exam questions. The testing step 

is in line with Bohdan & Vasyl's [10] and Hamza & Hammad [11] statement that testing is an 

integral part of a development process that forms an important link in the overall development 

chain. It is expected that these physics testlet templates can be used appropriately with their 



 

 

 

 

function as templates in automatic item generation and it is hoped that these physics testlet 

templates can also show this function correctly. The suitability of the characteristics of the 

physics templates with the generator features can be used as a reference for developing testlet 

templates for other domains of science. 

 

Fig. 2. Conservation of Mechanical Energy Template 

2   Method 

The research design was descriptive qualitative related to developing physics testlet 

templates. The templates focused on developing knowledge structures [12] through-provoking 



 

 

 

 

deeper context-understanding of what-if questions [13]. The testlet accommodated the context 

expansion of the problems to reveal more comprehensive understanding. A what-if question 

and its reasoning are inserted into the testlet template to stimulate a deeper understanding of 

the problems. The implemented testlet template was visualized in Figure 3. 

 

Fig. 3. Implemented template structure 

The research description was obtained through functional testing or black-box testing 

(BBT), which verified the program's proper handling of external functions by observing 

program behavior during execution [10,11]. The program, which was the item generator, 

worked by combining the manipulative variables declared in the testlet templates to generate 

item variants. The form of BBT used was a checklist in the form of a functional specification 

that contained external functions that must be present and expected input-output information. 

The instrument facilitated the identification and verification of characteristic compatibility 

between the physics testlet templates and the generator in the perspective of automatic item 

generation. The procedure was to enter the templates into the generator, validate the templates, 

and generate testlet variants using the generator. The execution observation data was used to 

verify checklist items. This data was analyzed qualitatively to determine the fulfillment of 

templates with the generator features in the perspective of automatic item generation. 

3   Results and Discussion 

The data describing the functionality of physics testlet templates were obtained 

empirically by inserting testlet templates, validating, and generating testlet variants. The data 

were analyzed using a checklist analysis to match the characteristics of the physics testlet 

templates with the standard criteria, namely the generator features. The verification of the AIG 

perspective from these physics testlet templates was carried out based on the Table 1 criteria. 

The generated items were automatically traced using manipulative variables in the physics 

testlet templates. The physics testlet variants were generated by the generator by combining all 

the values of all the manipulative variables used in the physics testlet template. For example, 

the selected testlet variants generated from the MEKAN01 testlet template and the values of 

the manipulative variables were presented in Table 2. 

The MEKAN01 template used two manipulative variables (numeric: N1 and N2), two 

manipulative variables (string: S1, S3) and one conditional manipulative variable (image: S2). 

The values of the manipulative variables in Table 2 were substituted as a substitute for the 

manipulative variable codes that were in the MEKAN01 testlet template for each testlet 

variant. A snippet of the serial number 13 testlet variant generated from the MEKAN01 testlet 

template was presented in Figure 4. 



 

 

 

 

Table 2. Variation of Manipulative Variables for Several Variants 

Variant Quantitative Qualitative (what-if) Scientific reasoning 

13 N1=2; 

N2=1.8 

S1 = ‘slide on a frictionless inclined 

plane’; S2 = ‘mekanik0102b.png’ 

S3 = ‘Supporting 

fundamental statements’ 

35 N1=3; 

N2=1.25 

S1 = ‘slide on a parabolic trajectory 

without friction’; S2 = 

‘mekanik0102c.png’ 

S3 = ‘Underlying 

principles’ 

48 N1=3; 

N2=3.2 

S1 = ‘free dropped’; S2 = 

‘mekanik0102a.png’ 

S3 = ‘Explanatory 

arguments’ 

 

 

Fig. 4. Testlet Variant Code 13 Generated from the Template MEKAN01 

With five variables consisting of three manipulative variables and one conditional 

manipulative variables, the MEKAN01 template produced 54 testlet variants. The number of 

manipulative variables used per testlet template and the number of testlet variants generated 

by the generator from 25 physics testlet templates which were the objectives of this study were 

presented in Table 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Table 3. Distribution of Manipulative Variables and Variants per Template 

Sub-Topics 
Template Code ( variables |  variants) 

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 

Kinematics and 

Dynamics 

KINED-01 

3|72 

-02 

4|72 

-03 

4|60 

-04 

5|90 

-05 

9|120 

Elasticity and Hooke's 

Law 

ELAST-01 

10|432 

-02 

4|90 

-03 

4|32 

-04 

5|216 

-05 

9|108 

Work and Energy USAHA-01 

6|360 

-02 

9|216 

-03 

4|90 

-04 

4|120 

-05 

4|120 

Law of Conservation of 

Mechanical Energy 

MEKAN-01 

5|54 

-02 

9|384 

-03 

3|75 

-04 

12|72 

-05 

11|216 

Impulse, Momentum and 

Collisions 

TUMBU-01 

9|312 

-02 

6|180 

-03 

6|216 

-04 

6|384 

-05 

6|168 

The number of testlet variants generated from the testlet template depended on the 

number of manipulative variables in the template and the number of values or value ranges of 

each manipulative variable. The distribution of the testlet variants for the 25 physics testlet 

templates as presented in Table 3 showed that the physics testlet templates already had an 

automatic item generation character where the templates were successfully validated and 

processed to generate testlet variants. The success of processing testlet templates as input and 

the variants of physics testlets generated by the generator program as output showed that the 

physics testlet templates had characteristics that match the input requirements of the generator 

program for AIG. The template characteristics and the input requirements of the generator 

represented the properties of creative task and generative task [14] of AIG. 

The validation facts of the 25 physics testlet templates developed by re-engineering the 

national-exam physics questions and generating testlet variants using the generator showed 

that the physics testlet templates as templates in AIG were functional. The characteristics of 

the testlet templates were a sub of the features of the generator. The physics testlet template 

used three questions from the 10 item templates provided by generator. From the generator 

feature checklist table, physics testlet templates could be entered manually or uploaded 

templates in Word documents (.docx), image files for templates were uploaded separately, 

templates used images in stem and options, templates used numerical expressions or formulas 

on the stem and options, the template used the item keys that were fixed and conditional, and 

the item keys were single and multiple. The Physics testlet templates used a single testlet 

question key, namely the use of multiple-choice format testlet compiler questions with one 

correct answer. This single key was accommodated by the generator besides the use of 

multiple keys, namely the use of testlet questions with multiple-choice format with more than 

one correct answer. 

BBT testing through controlled experiments during program execution of the 25 physics 

testlet templates was carried out to ensure that the physics testlet templates followed the 

functionality of the testlet generator. This test reveald the "demonstration of proper behavior" 

[10] from the generation of testlet variants based on physics testlet templates. The results of 

this test could be interpreted as providing evidence about the quality of the physics testlet 

templates from the re-engineering of the national-exam physics questions in the context of 

automatic item generation. 

 



 

 

 

 

4 Conclusion 

The success of validating the testlet templates as input and the variants of the physics 

testlets generated by the generator as output shows that the physics testlet templates have 

characteristics that match the features of the generator for automatic item generation. The 

testlet templates of the results of re-engineering of the national-exam physi]cs questions 

conform to the functional specifications required by the testlet generator. The AIG perspective 

of the physics testlet templates has been verified by the generation of the testlet variant with 

the generator. 

The suitability of the characteristics of physics templates with the generator features can 

be used as a reference for developing testlet templates for other physics subjects or other 

domains of science. The optimization of generator's features can be further explored in the 

development of testlet templates such as the use of multiple-choice multiple answer formats 

and the use of nested manipulative variables. 
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